Image analysis of the shape of granulated powder grains.
This study presents and evaluates two new form factors for the characterization of pharmaceutical microparticles using image analysis techniques. The first factor, denoted Vr, is mean percentage variation in radial chord length (for a large number of radial chords drawn at small angular intervals) with respect to mean radial chord length. The second factor, denoted Vp, is percentage deviation of measured perimeter from the perimeter of a circle with radius equal to the mean radial chord length of the particle. Considering both ideal shapes and real pharmaceutical particle populations, these factors are compared with other form factors widely used in pharmaceutical technology. Our results indicate that Vr and Vp allow effective assessment of whether the particles of a given population show pharmaceutically significant deviations from sphericity. The two factors additionally facilitate identification of the basic shapes of particle outlines (notably ellipsoid, rectangular, and irregular). These factors may thus be of value for the characterization and monitoring of pharmaceutical pelleting processes.